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1 Introduction
In this paper we present an automated proof for the confluence of a rewrite system for integro-differential
operators (given in Table 1). We also outline a generic prototype implementation of the integro-differential
polynomials—the key tool for this proof—realized using the Theorema system. With its generic functor
mechanism—detailed in Section 2—we are able to provide a formalization of the theory of integrodifferential algebras. This formalization via functors also allows us to compute in such domains, and in
this way to explore the new theory by computational experiments.
Integro-differential operators (introduced in [21]) are useful for solving linear boundary problems [25]
given by a differential equation with a symbolic right-hand side along with boundary conditions. Boundary problems are of major importance in applications but they are usually treated numerically. A symbolic method for solving such problems was introduced in [20] for the constant coefficients case and
extended to a general differential algebra setting in [21].
A very simple example of a boundary problem is the following: Given f ∈ C∞ [0, 1], find g ∈ C∞ [0, 1]
such that
u′′ = f ,
u(0) = u(1) = 0.
More generally, we consider linear boundary problems of the following type: Given f ∈ G , find u ∈ F
such that
Tu = f ,
(1)
β1 (u) = · · · = βn (u) = 0,
where
T = ∂ n + cn−1 ∂ n−1 + · · · + c0
is a monic (i.e. having the leading coefficient 1) differential operator of order n and ∂ denotes the derivation. For the spaces G , F we could for example choose F = G = C∞ [a, b] as real or complex vector
spaces. The boundary conditions β1 , . . . , βn can be arbitrary functionals; in particular, point evaluations
of derivatives, but also more general boundary conditions of the form

β (u) =

n−1

∑ ai u(i) (a) + bi u(i) (b) +

i=0

Z b
a

v(ξ ) u(ξ ) d ξ

with v ∈ F , called “Stieltjes boundary conditions”.
A boundary problem is called regular if for each f there exists a unique solution u satisfying (1).
For such problems there exists a unique linear operator G : G → F called “Green’s operator” mapping
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f to its unique solution u = G f . The Green’s operator for the above example is the noncommutative
polynomial
X AX + X BX − AX − X B,
rx
r1
in the indeterminates A = 0 , B = x and X , where multiplication corresponds to composition of operators.
The importance of the integro-differential operators consists in the fact that they can express both
the problem statement (differential equation and boundary conditions) and its solution operator (Green’s
operator). The rewrite system used for their construction describes the interaction between differentiation
and integration, by capturing the basic axioms that involve these operations.
To build up the algebra of integro-differential operators, we first consider the noncommutative polynomials in the corresponding operators and then we factor out the system of rewrite rules given in Table 1.
The goal of the paper is to give an automated proof that this is a Noetherian and confluent rewrite system
(see Theorem 1 in Section 4). There is a close relationship between rewriting and Gröbner bases, where
the analogue of the Knuth-Bendix procedure—detailed in [2, 28]—is Buchberger’s algorithm. The goal
of the former is to transform a set of equations (over terms) into a Noetherian and confluent term rewrite
system. In fact, we prove the confluence of the rewrite system by equivalently proving that it corresponds
to a Gröbner basis in this noncommutative algebra. Gröbner bases were introduced in [5, 6] and have
became a crucial tool in computer algebra, specifically for solving several algebraic problems concerning
ideals [8], see for instance [13, 14] for the commutative setting, and [4, 12, 17] for the noncommutative
setting. A detailed presentation of the proof is given in [24]; see also [26] for a summary.

2 The Theorema System
Theorema is a system designed as an integrated environment for doing mathematics, in particular proving, solving, and computing in various domains of mathematics [10]. Implemented on top of the computer algebra system Mathematica, its core language is higher-order predicate logic and contains a natural
programming language such that algorithms can be coded and verified in a unified formal frame.
In this logic-internal programming language, functors are a powerful tool for building up hierarchical
domains in mathematics in a modular and generic way that unites elegance and formal clarity. They were
introduced and first implemented in Theorema by Bruno Buchberger.
The notion of functor in Theorema is akin to functors in ML, not to be confused with the functors of
category theory. From a computational point of view, a Theorema functor is a higher-order function that
produces a new domain from given domains, where each domain is considered as a bundle of operations
(including carrier predicates). Operations in the new domain are defined in terms of operations in the
underlying domains. Apart from this computational aspect, functors also have an important reasoning
aspect—a functor transports properties of the input domains to properties of the output domain, typical
examples being the various “preservation theorems” in mathematics: “If R is a ring, then R[x] is also
a ring”. This means the functor R 7→ R[x] preserves the property of being a ring, in other words: it
goes from the “category of rings” to itself. In this context, a category is simply a collection of domains
characterized by a common property (a higher-order predicate on domains). See below for an example
of a functor named LexWords. It takes a linearly ordered alphabet L as input domain and builds the word
monoid over this alphabet:
2
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DefinitionB"Word Monoid", any@LD,
 
LexWords@LD = FunctorBW, anyAv, w, Ξ, Η, Ξ, ΗE,
s = X\
is|tuple@wD
"
Î@wi D

Î@wD  í
W

i=1,¼, w¤ L

î = X\
W

v*w = v ^ w
W

FF


KXΗ, Η\ > X\O  True
W


KX\ > XΗ\O  False
W



KXΗ, Η\ > YΞ, Ξ]O  ë
W

Η>Ξ
L



HΗ = ΞL í XΗ\ > XΞ\
W

Here ξ̄ , η̄ are sequence variables, i.e. they can be instantiated with finite sequences of terms. The new
domain W has the following operations: W[∈] denotes the carrier predicate, the neutral element is given
by W[2], the multiplication W[∗] is defined as concatenation, and W[>] defines the lexicographic ordering
on W.
DefinitionB"Free Module", any@K, WD,
 
FreeModule@K, WD = FunctorBV, any@c, d, x, y, Ξ, Η, A, x, yD,
s = X\
is|tuple@xD

Î@xD  í

"
i=1,¼, x¤

V

is|tuple@xi D
xi ¤ = 2
is|coeff@Hxi L1 D

í

V

is|bvec@Hxi L2 D
V

"
i=1,¼, x¤-1

Hxi L2 > Hxi+1 L2
W

is|bvec@ΞD  Î@ΞD
W

V

is|coeff@cD  KÎ@cD í c ¹ 0O
K

V

K

¼
0 = X\
V

X\ + y = y
V

x + X\ = x
V

FF



Xc, Ξ\ \ JXx\ + XXd, Η\, y\N Ü Ξ > Η
V



XXc, Ξ\, x\ + XXd, Η\, y\ =
V

W



Xd, Η\ \ JXXc, Ξ\, x\ + Xy\N Ü Η > Ξ
V

W



Zc + d, Ξ^ \ JXx\ + Xy\N

Ü HΞ = ΗL í c + d ¹ 0



Xx\ + Xy\

Ü otherwise

K

V

K

K

V

- X\ = X\
V



- XXc, Ξ\, x\ = Z- c, Ξ^ \ J- Xx\N
V

K

V

x - y = x + J- yN
V

V

V

0 × yH* scalar multiplication *L = X\
V

x × 0 = X\
V

¼


c × XXd, Η\, y\ = Zc * d, Η^ \ c × Xy\
V

K

V



XXc, Ξ\, x\ × d = Zc * d, Ξ^ \ Xx\ × d
V

K

V

In the following, we illustrate one way of building up polynomials in Theorema starting from the base
categories of fields with ordering and ordered monoids. Via the functor FreeModule, we construct
first the free vector space V over a field K generated by the set of words in an ordered monoid W. The
elements of V are described by V[∈] as lists of pairs, each pair containing one (non-zero) coefficient from
K and one basis vector from W, where the basis vectors are ordered according to the ordering on W. The
3
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operations of addition, subtraction and scalar multiplication are defined recursively, using the operations
on K and W. By the MonoidAlgebra functor we extend this domain, introducing a multiplication using
the corresponding operations in K and W:
MonoidAlgebra@K, WD = whereBV = FreeModule@K, WD,
 
FunctorBP, any@c, d, f, g, Ξ, Η, m, nD,
s = X\
¼H* linear operations from V *L
H* multiplication *L
X\ * g = X\

FF

P

f * X\ = X\
P






XXc, Ξ\, m\ * XXd, Η\, n\ = ZZc * d, Ξ * Η^^ + XXc, Ξ\\ * Xn\ + Xm\ * XXd, Η\, n\
P

K

W

P

P

P

P

The new domain inherits the structure on the elements of V.
The main advantage of the above construction is that it is fully generic: Not only can it be instantiated for different coefficient rings (or fields) and different sets of indeterminates, it comprises also
the commutative and noncommutative case (where W is instantiated respectively by a commutative and
noncommutative monoid).

3 Differential Algebras, Operators and Polynomials
We first recall the structures of differential operators and polynomials; see for example [27, 15] for more
details. Let (F , ∂ ) be a commutative differential algebra over a field K, so ∂ : F → F is a K-linear map
satisfying the Leibniz rule
∂ ( f g) = g∂ ( f ) + f ∂ (g).
In the following we will use the notation f ′ for ∂ ( f ).
The differential operators are usually defined over a differential algebra (F , ∂ ) directly in terms of
normal forms
n

∑ fi ∂ i ,

i=0

with fi ∈ F and multiplication coming from f ∂ = ∂ f − f ′ . An example of a differential operator over
(K[x], ∂ ) is given by
(3x2 + 5x + 4)∂ 8 + 2x3 ∂ 5 + (4x + 7)∂ .
But alternatively, one can construct them via the K-algebra generated by the symbol ∂ and the functions
f ∈ F , factoring out the rules

∂ f → ∂ · f + f∂

and

fg → f ·g

(2)

derived from the Leibniz rule, where · denotes the action. This rewrite system certainly terminates,
since in the last rule the length is decreasing and for the first rule we choose ∂ > f . In order to prove
confluence, we have to consider the minimal overlap ∂ f g of the two rules (2); this can be reduced in two
ways as:
∂ fg
ւ
ց
(∂ · f ) g − ( f ∂ )g

∂ ( f · g)

with the S-polynomial
Spol( f g − f · g, ∂ f − ∂ · f − f ∂ ) = ∂ ( f g) − (∂ f )g = ( f g)∂ + ( f g)′ − f (∂ g) − f ′ g = ( f g)′ − f ′ g − f g′ ,
4
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which is 0 for all f and g because of the Leibniz rule. To prove this automatically, one would have
to compute with generic functions f and g. The appropriate algebraic setting for this is the algebra of
differential polynomials.
The differential polynomials, denoted by F {u}, are usually defined as the ring in infinitely many
indeterminates u, u′ , u′′ , . . ., and derivation via the Leibniz rule, a typical example being
(3x3 + 5x) u(1,0,3,2) + 7∂ (x5 )u(2,0,1) + 2xu(1,1)
when F = K[x]. Here we use the multi-index notation u(1,0,3,2) = u(u′′ )3 (u′′′ )2 .
They can be constructed, alternatively, by adjoining an indeterminate u to a differential algebra
(F , ∂ ): consider all terms that one can build up using the indeterminate u, coefficients from F and
the operations +, ·, ∂ . By applying the Leibniz rule and the axioms of K, one obtains K-linear combinations of terms of the form
∞

β

f ∏ ui i

(3)

i=0

as canonical forms for differential polynomials, where f ∈ F , un is short for ∂ n (u), and only finitely
many βi ∈ N are nonzero. This is a special case of the general construction of polynomials in universal
algebra. For a comprehensive treatment of this notion of polynomials for arbitrary algebras we refer
to [16]; useful surveys can be found in [1, 11].

4 Integro-Differential Operators and Polynomials
In this section we present two algebraic structures introduced in [21] for treating differential and integral
operators simultaneously, as extensions of the previously outlined differential structures.
r
r An integro-differential
r ′algebra (F , ∂ , ) is a differential algebra (F , ∂ ) with a linear operation
: F → F such that ( f ) = f , and the following axiom holds:
r
r
r
r
r
( f ′ )( g′ ) + ( f g)′ = ( f ′ )g + f ( g′ ).
r
A standard example is F = C∞ (R), where ∂ is the usual derivation and the integral operator
rx

a:

f 7→

Z x
a

f (ξ ) d ξ

for a ∈ R. The first axiom corresponds to the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, while the second
axiom captures
integration by parts. In any integro-differential algebra, one can define an evaluation
R
E = 1 − ∂ , which corresponds to f (a) in the above example. See [21] for further examples and [19]
for a short summary.
Translating the axioms for integro-differential algebras and some of their consequences,
one obtains
r
the rewrite rules rof Table 1 for the corresponding operators. For instance, from ( f )′ = f one can easily
obtain the rule ∂ → 1 as:
r
r
(∂ )( f ) = ∂ ( f ) = f .
Also the Leibniz rule translates immediately into a rule for the corresponding operators:

∂ f → ∂ · f + f∂.
Introduced in [21] as a generalization of “Green’s polynomials” [20], the integro-differential operators
are an algebraic analogue of differential, integral and boundary operators in the context of linear ordinary
5
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fg → f ·g

∂ f → ∂ · f + f∂

ϕψ → ψ

∂ϕ → 0
r
∂ →1

ϕ f → (ϕ · f ) ϕ

r r
r
r r r
f → ( · f) − ( · f)
r
r
f ∂ → f − (∂ · f ) − (e · f ) e
r
r
f ϕ → ( · f )ϕ

r
Table 1: Rewrite System for F [∂ , ]
differential equations (LODEs). Methods for solving and factoring boundary problems are described
in [18, 22], both in a differential algebra and in an abstract setting. See also [23] for an overview of
operations on linear boundary problems in a symbolic framework.
The integro-differential operators are realized by a suitable quotient of noncommutative polynomials
over a given integro-differential algebra. They are built as an instance ofr the monoid algebra [3] for the
word monoid over the infinite alphabet consisting of the letters ∂ and along with all basis elements
xn eλ x (n ∈ N, λ ∈ C) of the exponential polynomials andr all point evaluations corresponding to characters
denoted by ϕ and ψ , including the evaluation E = 1 − ∂ . Then the nine parametrized rewrite rules (see
Table 1) are factored out. As mentioned in the Introduction, our goal is to provide an automated proof of
the following theorem:
Theorem 1. The above rewrite system is noetherian and confluent.
The proof of confluence is given in Section 5. Noetherianity is ensured by choosing a semigroup
ordering > that is compatible with the reduction rules: we choose ∂ > f for all f ∈ F and extend this
to words by the graded lexicographic construction. The ordering is compatible with the rewrite system
since all rules reduce the word length except for the Leibniz rule, which is compatible because ∂ > f .
In analogy to the algebra of differential polynomials (see Section 3), the algebra of integro-differential
polynomials is realized as a special case of the general construction of polynomials in universal algebra,
by adjoining one indeterminate function to an integro-differential algebra. The integro-differential polynomials model nonlinear differential and integral operators with an indeterminate u. They can also be
seen as polynomial functions (of x) involving an “unknown” function (namely u). A typical integrodifferential polynomial is given by
r
r
r
r
4u2 u′3 + (x6 uu′′5 (x2 e4x u3 u′2 u4 )).
Every integro-differential polynomial can be represented as K-linear combinations of terms of the form
r
r r
(4)
f u(0)α uβ f1 uγ1 · · · fn uγn ,
where f , f1 , . . . , fn ∈ F , and each multi-index as well as n may be zero. Note that these are not yet
canonical forms, since for example terms like
r
r
f λ gu and λ f gu
with f , g ∈ F and λ ∈ K represent the same polynomial. The crucial fact for computing with integrodifferential polynomials is expressed in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. The integro-differential polynomials F {u} constitute an integro-differential algebra with
an algorithmic canonical simplifier.
The implementation of integro-differential polynomials in Theorema is realized using the functor
hierarchy presented in Section 3. The multi-index representation uβ for terms of the form (3) is realized
6
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by the monoid N∗ of natural tuples with
r finitely
r many
r n γnonzero entries, generated by a functor named
γ
1
TuplesMonoid. The nested integrals f1 u · · · f u n are represented as lists of pairs of the form
h fk , γk i, with fk ∈ F and γk ∈ N∗ . The terms of the form (4) are then constructed via a cartesian product
of monoids as follows:
Definition@"Term Monoid for IDP", any@F, ND,
TermMonoid@F, ND = TuplesMonoid@ND  TuplesMonoid@ND  TuplesMonoid@F  TuplesMonoid@NDDD

Using this construction, the integro-differential polynomials are built up by the FreeModule[F , B]
functor that constructs the F -module with basis B. It is instantiated with F being a given integrodifferential algebra and B the term monoid just described. We will equip this domain with the operations
of multiplication, differentiation and integration, using a functor named IntDiffPol[F , K]. We have
also implemented a canonical simplifier that identifies different expressions denoting the same integrodifferential polynomial.

5 A Proof of Confluence
We show the confluence of the rewrite system of Table 1 by equivalently showing that the polynomials
given by the difference between the left-hand and right-hand side of these rules form a noncommutative
Gröbner basis in the underlying integro-differential algebra. Every such rule is infinitely parametrized,
thus the set of polynomials generates an infinite noncommutative polynomial ideal. Consequently, we
need an algorithmic way to handle parametrized polynomial reduction and S-polynomials. For this
purpose we make use of a noncommutative adaption of reduction rings (rings with so-called reduction
multipliers in the sense of [7, 9]).
In order to prove that this set of noncommutative polynomials represents a Gröbner basis for the
infinite polynomial ideal they generate, we have to show that all the corresponding S-polynomials reduce
to 0. A suitable domain where these S-polynomials may be computed can be realized using the algebra of
integro-differential polynomials in two unknown functions. Hence, for the S-polynomial computations
we use the functor
IntDiffPolys[IntDiffPolys[F , K], K]
of integro-differential operators over the algebra of integro-differential polynomials in two indeterminate
functions u and v, that produces a domain denoted below by G. The proof reduces to computations in
this domain where all the 72 parametrized S-polynomials are reduced to 0. The corresponding Theorema
command is given below.
TS_In[201]:=

GBAY-uX1\ vX1\ + uX1\ × vX1\ , -"E" + "E" "E", "E" uX1\ - u@0DX1\ "E",
G

"¶" uX1\ - uX0,1\ - uX1\ "¶", "¶" "E", -1 + "¶" "Ù ", "Ù " uX1\ "Ù " + "Ù " "Ù " uX1\ - "Ù " uX1\ "Ù ",
"Ù " uX0,1\ + "Ù " uX1\ "¶" - uX1\ + u@0DX1\ "E", "Ù " uX1\ "E" - "Ù " uX1\ "E"]E
TS_Out[201]=

Y-uX1\ vX1\ + uX1\
X1\

Ù u

X1\

Ù +Ù Ù u

vX1\ , -E + E E, E uX1\ - u@0DX1\ E, ¶ uX1\ - uX0,1\ - uX1\ ¶, ¶ E, -1 + ¶ Ù ,
- Ù uX1\ Ù , Ù uX0,1\ + Ù uX1\ ¶ - uX1\ + u@0DX1\ E, Ù uX1\ E - Ù uX1\ E]

Here Gb is the function that computes a Gröbner basis in the domain G; the computation takes
G

approximately 1min. Since the input remains unchanged, we conclude that the rewrite rules of Table 1
correspond to a Gröbner basis. Thus, the corresponding rewrite system is confluent.

6 Conclusion
We provide a new automated proof for the confluence of an infinite rewrite system, parametrized over
integro-differential algebras. For this purpose we use a generic implementation—with the functor lan7
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guage of the Theorema system—of the integro-differential structures introduced in [21]. This approach
could also be generalized to deal with other parametrized rewrite systems for algebraic structures with
linear operators satisfying certain axioms. Moreover, the functor approach allows us to explore and do
computational experiments within such new domains.
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